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MONASTERO DI TORBA 
Via Stazione -  21040 Castelseprio VARESE 
 

 

HISTORICAL ARTISTIC NOTES 

 

The presence of man has turned the Monastery firstly into a military garrison, then in a Benedictine 

monastery and in a farmhouse, definitely abandoned in the 1970. Really degraded, the complex has 

been purchased in 1976 by Giulia Maria Mozzoni Crespi with the purpose to give it to the Fund for 

the Italian environment, that, at the end of the necessary jobs of renovation and restauration, in 

1986  opened it to the public. The history of Torba has origin in last imperial age, as testified from 

the Tower, erect between the V and the VI century, annexed after to the buliding. In VIII century,  

the din of the weapons was replaced with the whispers of the prayers. Torba became center of a 

community of Benedictine nuns and from this age are the splendid frescos that today they still 

decorate the second floor of the tower. 

It’s datable to halves the XI century the construction of the small abbatial church, whose restauration 

taken care of by the Does has brought the crypt of the VIII to the light century. It currently goes up 

again instead to the XIII century the visible apse and that it has substitute that native. In 1482 the 

religious were forced to abandon Torba determinating in this way, his  end as monastic center; it 

followed the transformation in rural complex until, in Napoleonic epoch, with the suppressions of 

the religious orders,Torba definitely lost the status of monastery. It began so the slow decline of the 

complex that sadly extended him up to the intervention of the FAI. 

 

 

 



 

 THE SURROUNDING LANDSCAPE 

Torba is  a place where it’s possible to discover "the marvelous harmony that is created, nowadays 

always more rarely, among art, nature and work of the man” (Giulia Maria Crespi). 

 

BOTANICAL NOTES 

 

Dipped in the woods of the Seprio, the geographical position of the Monastery responds to the 

requisite of the defense and the territorial control. The high ground is in fact naturally defended by 

precipices and depths valley, that isolate it from the plain. Poplars, oaks , white carpini, chestnut 

trees, locust trees, red oaks, black ontani, willows, ashes, cherries and rural elms, brambles, cores, 

hawthorns, carnelian, hop, elders and hats of the priest. The slopes of the Valley Olonas are  covered 

from woods alternated  with cultivation, heaths and lawns.The deep peace that reigns around with 

the thin and sober poetry that exhales among Torba’s walls, gives to the visitors moment of deep 

interior peace. 

 


